Dear Leading Edge Online Member,

Here's something interesting ....

**Lunar Mining / Occupation of the Moon By Humans and Others**

*The Moon:* Occupied by Humans and others, with mining since the late 1960's. Part of the real space program, which also, according to interviews with Lear, occupy Mars, which allegedly has 600 million people on it who look just like us. Of course, the whole NASA thing is for public fodder, to cover what it really going on. Part of what is going on has been lunar mining. No doubt they are mining on Mars, as well. No doubt the pictures of various ships in orbit around the Earth have to do with part of the real actuality going on here.

The most interesting **background** on this is from a series of videos that are on YouTube referencing an Interview on Coast to Coast AM radio with George Noory, John Lear and Richard Hoagland.

The interview is broken up into 12 video segments: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

The interview talks about structures on the Moon, dates, background. Interesting stuff. Worth listening to all of the segments. Ultimately, Lear remains a lightsider, just like Icke, but there is a lot of information here.

Val

**PS.** I have made the Lear Photos he supplied to George Noory available on Leading Edge in several PDF Files (You will like these: [Page One](#), [Page Two](#), [Page Three](#)) They are better than the ATS files, but the ATS files serve as raw material for examination, if nothing else (see further down on the page)

Recall a recent LE Online Update on the new 2nd level page on the IRIS system. **THE LIVING MOON -The Enigmas on the Moon** link is in there with others on the 2nd Level page of the IRIS system on the LE Online, which includes links also relating to Mars and artifact structures, life and activity. **COLOR PHOTOS OF MOON** (NICE)

**The Interview on Coast to Coast AM:**

Former aviation pilot John Lear (his website that discusses this is called The Living Moon) discussed photographic evidence for cities and mining operations on the moon. He said that mining operations for such substances as helium-3 have been going on for years, and that antigravity ships, secretly launched from Antarctica, arrive at the moon in only one hour's time. He cited a Above Top Secret website poster known as "sleeper" ([blog](#)) at the abovetopsecret.com forum as one of the sources for his information.

Lear also argued that the moon was towed into its current orbit by a huge electromagnetic vehicle, and that vehicle can be seen in a photo taken of the moon crater Tsiolkovsky. He also believes that the moon contains a breathable atmosphere, as evidenced by photos showing smoke or vapor coming from the surface.
Joining the conversation during the third hour, Richard C. Hoagland concurred with Lear that there are artificial structures on the moon, yet he suggested they may be ancient rather than new. If there is mining that is taking place there, it could be for the "retro-engineering of ancient technology," said Hoagland, who added that he does not think the photographic evidence supports the notion that the moon has an atmosphere. During the last hour, Lear took questions from the listeners.

John Lear's Moon Pictures on Above Top Secret

At long last, the FULL QUALITY, HUGE FILE SIZE, moon images John Lear had scanned into his computer by Bob Lazar many years ago are online here at AboveTopSecret.com, the NUMBER ONE destination on the web for the CIVIL discussion and collaborative research of EVERYTHING "Alternative".

From what John has told me and what I see in these files, this is a wide angle, original black and white NASA photograph split into 5 separate files when Bob Lazar scanned it.

Technical Data:

Four of them labeled Copernicus 1 through 4 are from Lunar Orbiter 2 H-162; Spacecraft Altitude 45.9 kilometers, camera tilt 69°20'; Frame Center Data: LAT: 5°30'N, LONG: 20°00W, sun elevation 24°40'. Framelet Bearing: N86°40'W.

This first batch are the huge, best quality, full size images, if you have a dial up connection be prepared for a long download.
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This next batch are the medium size version for a shorter download but still "good quality" image.
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And finally we have a small size version for a speedy download.
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ENJOY!

RELATED INFORMATION:

1) Image Information

- If you are visiting for the first time it is HIGHLY RECOMMENDED that you read the image data, especially for Copernicus images and Lunar Orbiter. The data is necessary to understand scale and to identify anomalies, glitches etc... and required reading before you ask us questions on the ATS Moon Thread
2) Special Presentations

- Aristarchus: Glowing Blue Gem or The Fusion Reactor?
- The Secrets Of Tsiolkovsky: The Man
- The Secrets Of Tsiolkovsky: The Crater
- Tracking the Aquila Cargo Transport
- Just What Have Those Russians been up To?
- Towards Lunar Archaeology ~ SETI

3) Copernicus Images: 1965-67

- The Copernicus images are LO-2-162-H2 and LO-5-155. Other views are used for reference.
  - **Copernicus First Draft: 8 Pages of the anomalies in the order they were first discovered**
  - **Copernicus Anomalies Listed by Type and Name:** Clips of each anomaly close up with grid reference
  - **Copernicus Anomalies Located on Grid Maps:** Copernicus images with grid lines and coordinates
- **Copernicus by Special Area:**
  - "Top Ridge" Area on Cop. #1
  - "The Graded Roadway" on Cop. #1
  - "The Village" Area on Cop. #1
  - "The Keep" Area on Cop. #1
  - "Sprayer Ridge" Area on Cop. #1

4) Lick Observatory Images: 1946

- **LICKOBS9 Photo Anomalies**
- **LICKOBSA Photo Anomalies**
- **Lick Observatory Full Size Images** (Add to this)
- **Lick Observatory Poster - 1988 ~ Coming Soon** (Add to this)

5) Lunar Orbiter Images: 1965-67

- **LO-1-102:** Farside View of Earth: Book Scan
- **LO-3-84M:** The Shard and the Tower
- **LO-3-162:** Kepler Crater: Book Scan ~ Coming Soon
- **LO-3-120-H3:** Cylinder Compound similar to those in Tsiolkovsky - by Zarniwoop (ATS USA)
- **LO-3-213-H1:** Smoke Plume and Glow of Atmosphere - by Sherpa (ATS UK)
- **LO-5-168-H2:** Movement on the Moon: The "Rolling Boulder"
- **PIA 00094:** Copernicus taken by Lunar Orbiter 5
- **Lunar Orbiter II** - The Graded Roadway LO-3-213-H1

6) Apollo Image Anomalies

- **Apollo 8:**
  - AS8-12-2209: Farside Space Base ~ Joliot-Curie crater and Lomonosov crater
  - AS8-12-2225: More Cloud Cover on the Moon
  - AS8-12-2189: Petavius B and the "City"
- **Apollo 10:**
  - AS10-30-4349-H: King Crater "Valley of Secrets" - Steve Austin, John Lear
  - AS10-30-4354: King Crater "Valley of Secrets" - Steve Austin, John Lear
  - AS10-30-4356: King Crater "Valley of Secrets" - Steve Austin, John Lear
- **Apollo 11:**
  - AS11-41-6156: Hidden Building - NASA forgot this one! ~ Crater 308 - Daedalus Crater
o **AS11-44-6609**: Rectangular Anomalies ~ Crater 308 - Daedalus Crater
o **AS11-44-6611**: Different Angle ~ Crater 308 - Daedalus Crater Cylinder
o **A11pan5913-16EvM**: "Peekaboo" Class Spaceship in Sky

### Apollo 14:
- **AS14-66-9295**: "Peekaboo" Class Spaceship in Sky

### Apollo 16:
- **AS16-4996-P**: King Crater "Valley of Secrets"
- **AS16-4998-P**: King Crater "Valley of Secrets"
- **AS16-111-18035**: "Peekaboo" Class Spaceship in Sky
- **AS16-116-18603**: Cylinder with Gear Teeth ~ Ancient Parts? - Pegasus
- **AS16-116-18603**: Cylinder with Gear Teeth ~ Ancient Parts? - Kieth Laney *(Outside Link)*
- **AS16-116-18607**: Shape of a Skull? - Kieth Laney *(Outside Link)*

### Apollo 17:
- **AS17-137-21000 part 1**: Machine Parts ~ Additions To Richard Hoagland's Find - Data's Head
- **AS17-137-21000 part 2**: Machine Parts ~ Additions To Richard Hoagland's Find - Data's Head
- **AS17-140-21409**: Machine Parts ~ Originally Found by Enterprise Mission
- **AS17-151-23260**: Copernicus Crater showing the graded roadway from above

### Apollo "Training" Photos
- **Building 9 at the Manned Spacecraft Center**
- **Cinder Lake, Sunset Crater, northeast of Flagstaff, Arizona**
- **Langley Research Center - Moon Photos Created**

7) **Anomalies Not By Photo Numbers**

- **ARISTARCHUS CRATER**: Pretty Blue Gem or Fusion Reactor?
- **ENDYMION CRATER**: Structures and Cover ups
- **REINER GAMMA**: Magnetic Anomaly and Truly Alien
- **PEEKABOO Class**: Spaceships on the Moon ~ Best Case
- **NASA - PIA Series**
  - **PIA 00094**: Copernicus taken by Lunar Orbiter 5
- **NASA World Wind**
  - **WWW-001**: Clementine Data Set - Structures at the South Pole
- **APOD Collection**
  - **AP970509**: Anomalies in Astronaut Self Portrait
- **STS-115**: "Peekaboo" Class Spacecraft in Earth's Atmosphere

8) **Color Moon Images**

- **Lick Observatory Full Moon (Black and White)**
- **Mike's Astroimagery Full Color Images**
- **Galileo Spacecraft Full Color Images**
- **Lunar Eclipse August 28 2007**
- **Astrophotography by Noel Carboni**
- **Clementine Spacecraft Images**
- **Anomalies - Clementine Lunar Image Browser 1/5**
- **Anomalies - Clementine Lunar Image Browser 2.0**
- **Clementine Color Data Set** - High Resolution Color Images
- **Anomalies - Clementine Color Data Set**
- **Glass Biosphere**
- **Tsiolkovsky Crater (Add to this)**

9) "Secret" Spacecraft
• John Lenard Photographs
• ATSS - The "Secret" Space Station
• Codename "Aquila"
• Lunar Generated Liquids Cargo Transport and Shuttle
• Space Transportation for a Lunar Resources Base (LRB) - PDF File

NOTE: We will be posting all the Secret Spaceships and other related Item's in Jack Arneson's section to keep them separate from the Moon Anomalies, even though some items are directly tied in to the Lunar Mining operations, in an effort to keep the menus shorter, and because Jack has been actively pursuing that area for us.

JACK ARNESON'S PAGES

10) Russian Spacecraft

• Luna-17 with Lunokhod-1
• Venera 9 to 14
• Zond III

11) Older Anomalies Revisited
The items here other than the Clementine proof of tampering are old and famous anomalies presented by many other researchers. We will develop this and link to their works, as well as add our take on them as well
Clementine - Old Image Showing Editing ~ Coming Soon

• Old Anomalies Revisited
  o The Mega Cube
  o The Castle
  o The Dish
  o The Shard
  o Glass Domes 01
  o Glass Domes 02
  o Malibu
  o Los Angeles
  o Triesnecker Pyramid
  o Ukert Crater
  o Ukert Crater Update New Images

• Dark Mission Files - NASA Scientist Fired - Promises Disclosure

12) Anomalies Presented by Members of Pegasus or ATS
Note: This Area is Currently Under Development and as thus will be temporarily incomplete

• Copernicus - Opinion & Comparison by Torbjon
• The Loofo Files
  o AS10-32-4810 - A Field of Stars?
• Zarniwoop Files
  o LO-3-120-H3 - Strange Light, Lunar Base?
• Orion437 Files
  o AS10-28-3988, 3989, 3990 - The Torn Fabric of Space
• Mike Singh’s Mars Anomalies
13) Pegasus Press Releases

- **Press Release Dec 15th, 2006**: Clementine Color ASU Images released for first time
- **Press Release Dec 16th, 2006**: Clementine USGS Planet Mapper Images released for first time
- **Press Release Dec 18th, 2006**: Clementine ~ Issues of Color

14) Mars, Earth and Other Planetary Bodies

- **Mars Anomalies and Science Discoveries ~ Pegasus**
  - Martian Anomalies ~ Mike Singh
  - Martian Anomalies ~ Bluebird Files (Moved Files Need Repair)
- **Venus Anomalies and Science Discoveries**
- **Earth Anomalies and Science Discoveries**
- **Saturn Anomalies and Science Discoveries**
- **Jupiter Anomalies and Science Discoveries**
- **Asteroid Anomalies**
- **Extra Solar Planets**
- **The Sun**

15) Documentary and Related Evidence

- **Antarctica Connection:**
  - Antarctica Connection: Cosmic Conspiracy
  - More Afoot in Antarctica
- **Atmosphere Related:**
  - Does the Moon Have an Atmosphere? 01
    - Moon's Extended Sodium Atmosphere - Boston University
    - NASA Lunar Atmosphere Data Sheet
  - Does the Moon Have an Atmosphere? 02
    - Moon Fountains - A Yarn from NASA
    - Surveyor Observations of Lunar Horizon-Glow
  - Does the Moon Have an Atmosphere? 03
    - Clementine Limb Glow Shots - Search for Lunar Dust - by David O. Darling
    - Don't Breathe the Moondust
    - Documented_Lunar_Glows - by David O. Darling
    - Surveyor 1 Observations of Lunar Horizon-Glow
    - Surveyor 6 Observations of Lunar Horizon-Glow
    - Surveyor 7 Observations of Lunar Horizon-Glow - by David O. Darling
  - Color of the Lunar Sky: An opinion by John Lear
- **Australian Connection:**
  - Honeysuckle Creek Australia - Where all the Apollo signals went first
  - Fortress Australia - Coming Soon
- **Gravity, Anti-Gravity and Gravity Shielding Related**
  - Anti Gravity and Gravity Shielding Papers
- **Lunar Mining and Minerals**
  - Bucket Wheel Excavator for Extraterrestrial Use: Documents and Photos
  - Concept Lunar Bucket Wheel Excavator and Lunar Outpost
  - Interplanetary Mining Operations: PDF File in Library
  - LPI Official Reports: A Collection of PDF Files
  - Majestic 12 by William Cooper: Report of Mining and Ships Accompanying Our Spacecraft
  - Minerals on the Moon and Their Value
  - Mining Connections: How the USGS Fits in and for How Long Have They Been Involved?
  - Simulation-Based Lunar Telerobotics Design, Acquisition & Training Platform for Exploration
  - Water on the Moon: Just How Much is There?
Who Owns Mineral Rights?: Just Three Men

- Magnetic Anomalies:
  - Lunar Magnetic Field: Permanent and Induced Dipole Moments
  - The Enigmatic Lunar Magnetic Field: A Search for Answers

- Majestic 12
  - Majestic 12 and the Secret Government by William Cooper (3 Pages)

- Meteors, meteorites and Asteroids
  - Leonids Strike the Moon December 1, 2006

- NASA Inconsistencies:
  - Building 9 at the Manned Spacecraft Center - Apollo "Training" Photos
  - Cinder Lake, Sunset Crater, northeast of Flagstaff, Arizona - Creating Craters on Earth
  - Clementine Satellite Enigmas - Wherefore Art Thou Clementine?
  - Langley Research Center - Moon Photos Created
  - Lunar Orbiter - Where Did all the Big Photos Go?
  - NASA Employed Photo Artists To Airbrush Out Apollo Anomalies!
  - The Missing Apollo Moon Tapes - The Search Intensifies
  - NASA Deliberately Crashing Satellites (3 pages)

- Physics and Other Science Related:
  - Electrodynam Tethers: and the Case for Critters - STS 75 Incident
  - Hypersonic Aerospace Vehicles With Plasma Actuators
  - Fusion Reactor - Levitated Dipole Fusion Reactor for Helium 3 - MIT Experiments
  - Zero Point Energy: A Collection of Papers

- Transient Lunar Phenomenon
  - Leonid Meteorites Strike the Moon
  - Stuart's Event: Bright Flare, November 15, 1953
  - Transient Lunar Phenomenon

- US Space Command: Bigger Than You Think
  - Space Command Buildup
  - Space Command Units

- Wernher von Braun: From Nazi to NASA
  - Wernher von Braun
  - Walt Disney Collaboration
  - Wernher Von Braun Mars Expedition - 1952
  - Projects He Worked On: - Coming Soon

16) Video Library

17) PDF File Database